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Relationships
VIDEO SUMMARY



Relationships
Video 6:

Learning about relationships and how to deepen the conversation between you and 
another person, or how to understand what’s happening between you and  
another person.

Teaching you a 2-card reading

 First card represents you - who you are, what you represent and what your 
 experience is

 Second card - how the other person perceives the experience for themselves  
 (or haven’t experienced) or how they see you

 Pulling a third card which acts as an advice card, providing information on what’s 
 in the highest good

Regardless of the position of the cards, upright or in protection, you’re getting 
information about the dynamics between two people

Not looking solely at you or another person, rather, how you perceive and interact in the 
dynamics of a relationship

Demonstration using Colette and Marc as the example

 1st Card (Colette) - #22 Blessed
    Colette and Marc have best relationship she’s ever seen or experienced.  
  Always felt blessed that he came into her life when he did considering her 
  colourful history with partnerships that didn’t work. Feels like the Universe
  literally said ‘here’ because even the way they met was bizarre.

 2nd Card (Marc) - #40 Co-Create
    Marc’s perception of relationship is a partnership. He’s her business
  partner, life partner, partner in goofy etc. Simply put, Marc is Colette’s 
  partner and they create together.
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  As a result of Colette’s sense of being blessed and Marc’s sense of them 
  being in a partnership, together something greater is born between them

When you do this relationship reading you get an opportunity to see where you’re 
coming from in the relationship and how the two cards together are making a 
relationship with themselves too. Dynamic relationship.

 3rd Card (highest good) - #25 Round and Round

  They’ve been together a long time so patterns have come up. They know 
  they’re accountable and responsible to fix the pattern. This card in 
  protection for Colette and Marc means that if anything comes up for them 
  they stop and work it out and don’t go to bed angry.

First Card - Where you stand in the relationship and your perception of it

Second Card - Where the other person sees him/herself in the relationship

Third Card - Tells you more about the relationship, what you need to do, how the 
relationship is evolving, if you need to course correct etc.

Why would you do a relationship reading? They give you a greater depth of 
understanding as to why things are happening.

Typically we don’t take into account how another person feels or thinks because we’re 
not walking in their shoes

Relationship reading brings depth of understanding and ability to communicate  
with a person

You NEVER do this over and over again looking for information about somebody unless 
they are present and have given you your information otherwise it constitutes  
Oracle Abuse

If don’t have someone’s permission remember you’re looking at the dynamic, therefore 
you can have a second card relating to the DYNAMIC of the relationship

Not recommended that you do a reading on someone else without their permission 
because you’ll be projecting what you think the card means

Always have to ask about the dynamic that you’re perceiving because you’ll get the  
truth back
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
THIS VIDEO IS ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS AND 
HOW TO DEEPEN THE CONVERSATION 
BETWEEN YOU AND ANOTHER PERSON, OR 
HOW TO UNDERSTAND WHAT’S HAPPENING 
BETWEEN YOU AND ANOTHER PERSON.  
 
Relationships are always about a dynamic force between two people.  
The video includes a demonstration of a relationship reading using 
Colette and Marc as the example.
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